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opticut is a panels and profiles cutting optimization software, based on a
powerful multimode, multiformat, and multimaterial algorithm. opticut

features grain direction, trim cuts, plated edges and pre-cuts, stoks and
reusable falls, panels turnaround, and parametric labels. opticut is a

panels and profiles cutting optimization software, based on a powerful
multimode, multiformat, and multimaterial algorithm. features grain

direction, trim cuts, plated edges and pre-cuts, stoks and reusable falls,
panels turnaround, and parametric labels. opticut 5.5 comes with the new
advanced board cut tab. this tab allows you to incorporate board cuts and

layout cuts in a graphical environment.in fact, this tab will allow you to
design board cuts and layout cuts in a much easier way and is more

friendly than the old board cut tab.it contains a large view tab which will
allow you to layout objects and to design your master board. opticut 5

comes with the new inline components tab. this tab allows you to add and
modify components to a master assembly using a graphical interface. it

allows you to incorporate several components in a single assembly (panel
cut). opticut 5 comes with the new settings tab. this tab allows you to
view and modify project settings such as project date & time, project

name and project owner.you can also modify the settings for profiles and
boards. if you have a problem with your panel cutting application, opticut
is designed to solve your problems. it is an industrial tool with very high

performance and many potential uses. one of these new functions comes
from the new advanced board cut tab. this tab allows you to design board

cuts and layout cuts in a graphical environment.
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opticutpro 5.1 crack is a powerful and easy to use tool for all the pro
users. especially for the gamers or designers who want an easier and

faster way to cut out panels from their autocad dwg file. opticut pro 5.1
crack is a must have tool for all autocad users. jin min goes off to find
peony again and tell her about her wishes. this time she is determined

and leaves the water mirror and heads up to the big mountain. she goes
up and looks around and when she spot something, she immediatly gets
her hand stung by a bee, as she manages to punch the bee off she heads
to the mountain, and while there she gather the bee in her hand, she then
reads a inscription in the ground that say: she then jump onto a piece of

stone and go exploring into the mountain, and when she reach her
destination, she can see the whole realms of floral and shadow, she look

at the shadow realms first, and also spot the dragon that created the
celestial and land realms, as well as one called the celestial dragon that

created the water realm, and the shadow dragon who created the
underworld realm. at this time she spot a rather massive looking snail,
and the snail looks at her and tells her to follow him, then she head on

and go explore the lunar realm. while there she spot a man/boy dressed
in the same costume that she was given her when she was found. he then
say her name and she excitedly say her name back to him. she then ask
him where to go. then he tells her to head on past the ethereal emporers

palace, and then he goes on. peony ask jin mi why she choose to go out of
her water mirror, she then say that she want to see the realms of shadow
and moon as the book described that they are the realms with the most

fascinating adventure. peony then asks if she want to stay the night
there, but she say no. peony tells her that since she has worked so hard

to get her hands stung by a bee, she have to be careful and wake up early
to see the day before it turns back into night and she become trapped.

her eyes light up as she say no and more stung. elder hu then ask if she
wants to run a race to see who the fastest get out. jin mi agrees and elder

hu pass the word to all the others, and when the race begin, jin mi
immediately set herself into motion. jin mi is then run by a fox while elder
hu follow behind. peony is not give a clue who is who, and just watch. jin

mi is running to get out fast, when she spot the fox in front of her and
tried to bump into it, but the fox just grab her by the scruff of her neck. jin
mi uses her legs to kick the fox and then use her arms and arms to fend
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off the fox. jin mi then tell the fox that he is really strong and very fast,
and she also ask the fox where he from. the fox reply that they call him

butterscotch. a name that was given to him when he were brought to the
shadow realm. then elder hu take off his mask, telling jin mi that he was a
racing expert and offer her to follow him. jin mi then follow him and they

race. jin mi still hold onto the fox by the scruff of her neck. when
butterscotch cross the finish line, he cross the finish line with elder hu.

then elder hu hand jin mi a trophy and said good job. now jin mi may be
getting tired from all the chase, she holds her trophy and smile.
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